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I. Introduction
This technical memorandum presents a variety of recent results
related to the design of observer-based compensators for linear constant
systems, having dimension s < n-m, the number of states less the number
of outputs. In the next section, the case s > max (n-m)r/m, v-l) is
considered, and a method for decoupling the constraint equation of the
observer is presented; this provides an extension and correction of
Rothschild's results. This condition on s is not necessary and suf-
ficient, however, and an appropriate modification of Miller's results
is presented in the Addendum. The condition is directly-related to
some requirements stated by Seragi, for the frequency-domain design
of pole-placement compensators, and this relation is explored in
Section IV.
One approach to the solution of necessary conditions for quadratic-
cost optimal compensators involves symbolic solution of certain Lyapunov
equations. The applicability of Kronecher-product representations for
the discrete and continuous-time version of such equations to various
omapensation problems is shown in Sections V and VI. Some worked examples
are given in Section VII, using the symbolic-inversion capabilities of
the MACSYMA.
We note ¥hAt~-these results are of a preliminary nature, and may be
subject to further refinement. In particular, the questions of existence
and uniqueness remain to be resolved.
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Section II.
The below-minimal order asymptotic reconstructor of r linear functions of state
x. (Rothschild's result extended and corrected).
0
Plant: x = Ax + Bu, x(O) = X0 (1)
y Cx, rank (C) m < n (2)
u Fx, rank (F) = r < n (3)
Asymptotic z = Dz + Ey + Gu (4) [s-order Luenberger observer, s<n-m
Compensator: z + Tx asymptotically (Miller's notation]
In fact,
z Tx + exp (Dt)(z(O)-Tx(O)) (5)
For this equation to be true, Luenberger worked out the following
constraint, hereafter referred to as the Luenberger condition, on
D and E.
TA - DT = EC (6) G = TB (6a)
(It has a unique solution for T when A and D have no eigenvalues
in common. When they do, solution also exists, although not
unique.l An estimate of u is constructed using y and z as follows
u = Hy + Mz (7)
and we require u + u asymptotically. Putting (2) and (5) into
(7), we obtain
u = HCx + MTx + M exp (DT) (z(O)-Tx(O))
= Fx + M exp (DT)(z(O)-Tx(O)) (8)
if HC + MT = F (9)
When (9) is satisfied, u does approach u asymptotically and we
refer to (9) as the asymptotic condition.
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Below-min. order vs Min. order compensator
As long as we are only concerned with u + u, our job is to fix F and
determine D (has to be strickly stable), E, T, H and M in (4) and (7) so that
(6) and (9) are satisfied. G in (4) is fixed by (6a). One sequence of steps
(Design #1) to accomplish this is to fix D (hence pole placement of the open-loop
compensator) and E so that (D,E) is a controllable pair and solve (6) for T.
A solution always exists because (6) has as many linear equations as there are
elements in T. When T is non-unique, pick one sol. arbitrarily, put it in (9)
and solve for H and M. Equation 09) has rn linear equations in rm elements in
H and rs elements in M. A necessary condition for Eq. (9) to have a solution
is that there are at least as many unknowns as there are equations.
rm + rs > rn
or s > n-m (10).
Alas, we only design a min. order asymptotic compensator of order at
least n-m. The following sequence of steps (Design #2), however, will permit
us to design a compensator with
s > max (n-m r, v-l) = (11)
where v is the observability index of (A,C) and r is the dimension of the
control vector u. Since the observability index is bounded by
n < V < n-m+l (12)
m -
We will show in the following that Y has a max. at n-m and hence a below-min.
order compensator is possible. Y can take on either arguments in (11) depend-
ing on which is bigger.
-when = V-1 - (i.e. V-1 < n-m r)
Y = 1 < n-m , by (12)
n-rn n-r , -n-
- when Y -nm r (i.e. r > V-1
m m
- when m > r, < n-m
- when m < r, impossible because if this is true, Y > n-m which con-
tradicts the assumption that
= n-m r > v-l > -- 1 = nm by (12)
m -m m
assumption ............................
contradiction when m < r
The below-min. order compensator design sequence (Design #2) is as follows.
Fix D and M so that (D,M) is an observable pair. Solve (6) and (9) simultat
neously for H, E. and T. We indeed have a price-to pay to go below-min. order
because whereas design #1 solves (6) and (9) successively, we now have to do
it simultaneously. Luckily, Rothschild and Jameson have devised a method (to
be described later) that decouples the requirement of simultaneity. So far,
we have not shown why fixing D and M as opposed to fixing D and E will allow
us to go below min. order. The answer lies in the number of elements in D and
E. More specifically, (6) and (9) have sn and rn linear equations and H, E
and T have rn, sm and sn elements respectively. A necessary condition for
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sol. to H, E. and T to exist is there are at least as many unknowns as there
are linear equations.
i.e. rm + sm + sn > sn + rn
or s > n- r (13)
-- m
This is the first argument in (11). The other argument comes from the
sufficient condition for existence of solution, is tied up with the rank of
the coefficient matrix of the sn + rn equations, is related to the decoupling
of simultaneity mentioned before the observability of (D,M) and will be dis-
cussed in due course. Now, compare the necessary conditions (13) and (10).
When r<m, it is obvious that design #2 may go below min. order. When r>m,
however, the sufficient condition reflected in the 2nd argument in (11) places
n-m as an upper bound to y as we have seen and again implies design #2 may
go below min. order. This is not quite fair because we have not mentioned the
sufficient condition for sol. in design #1. Just as the sufficient condition
for design #2 is related to the observability of (D,M), the sufficient condition
for design #1 has to do with the controllability of (D,E). But this is a red
herring because if s > n-m is necessary for design #1, the sufficient condition
can only push min. s up and not down, otherwise the necessary condition is
violated (and we do not have a solution).
We will now show how the design to min. a quadratic performance index
using a min. order Luenberger observer as solved by Miller, etc. really uses
the philosophy of design #1. We emphasize "philosophy" because design by min.
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cost and by pole placement are related but not, naturally, the same. Their
relation is discussed in the next section.
It is not difficult to show that, as Newmann 1970 has done, D = TAM,
E = TAH are necessary and sufficient for the Luenberger condition (6) to be
satisfied when s = n-m. (When s >-n-m,.they are only sufficient; when
s < n-m, they are neither necessary nor sufficient.) Hence D and E are fixed
in relation to M and H. The cost minimization proceeds to consider M, H and T
free except that (9) (in a slightly modified form) has to be satisfied. This
is exactly the philosophy of design #1. In fact, [H M] = [T ]1 We mentioned
previously that design #1 requires (D, E) to be a controllable pair. That
(TAM, TAH) is controllable requires (A, C) to be observable. Observability of
(A, C) is a necessary condition for a Luenberger observer to exist. Since B
does not affect observability, set it to zero temporarily in the following
demonstration:
x Ax
(14)
y - Cx , (A, C) observable
For s- -m, [:M] = (C' T) -l is non-sing. Apply the non-singular trans-
formation
/x = /H'x (15)
(x22 Ml 
( ) (C' T') (16)
M'
to (14) and we get
d x H'AC' H'AT' (17)
\( 2 M'AC' M'AT' X2
y = C(C'T') ( ))
From Lemma 2 of Luenberger 1971 (IEEE Trans., Dec.), (A,C) observable
(A22 A12) observable. Since observability is not altered, (M'AT', H'AT')
is observable B( (TAM, TAH) is controllable.
That D = TAM is strictly stable requires o = E[(Xo-E(xo ) )(X -E(X o ) )]> 0
and (A,C) observable. This is proved in Lemma 5 in Miller, 1972.
A corollary is as follows. In designing a below min. order observer
that min. a performance index (extension of Miller's result to s < n-m) by
assuming D - TAF+M, E = TAF H, F = left inverse of F, i.e. F+F = I, so as
to satisfy (6) identically and proceed to opt. wrt M, H and T under constraint
(9) is bound to end in failure because it uses the design #1 philosophy which
requires s > n-m, 'the implication is we have more freedom by using a lower
order compensation, an apparent contradiction.
Pole-placement and minimum cost designs
The designs #1 and #2 in the last section are pole-placement designs. In
this section, we will show their relation to min. cost design. The bridge be-
tween the two is in the cost separation lemma which is proved in Newmann 1969
See addendum following; a modification of this procedure will in fact work.
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which is valid for any s > 1. The cost separation lemma assumes the separation
A \..A A
theorem to hold so that u - Fx(u-Fx for s > n-m) is used to replace u = Fx, F
is the optimal gain when x is completely accessible. The lemma is as follows.
The cost separation lemma
s ' n-m version
For a plant
x =Ax + Bu
y = Cx,. rank (C) m < n
and an observer
z = Dz + Ey + Gu
TA - DT = EC, G TB, (18)
so that u is estimated by
A )
u Fx
x = Hy + Mz, (19)
the optimal D, E, H, M and T that minimize a quad. perf. index
J fo (X'QX + u'Ru)dt
is obtained by solving the optimization part
min AJ = min (z(0) - Tx(0)) P22 (z(O) - Tx(O)) (20)
MT M,T
where P22 satisfies the Lyaponov equation22
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D'P22 +P22D - M'F'RFM (21)22 221)
(The minimization is wrt M, T only because with D = TAM, only M and T are
involved in the cost and the constraint) and the constraint part (for H)
HC + MT = I (22)
The optimum E will be given by TAH.
s < n-m version
(19) is replaced by
u FX Hy + Mz (23)
(21) is replaced by
D'P + P22D -M'RM (24)22 22
(22) is replaced by
HC + MT'- F (25)
D and E are no longer given by TAM and TAH respectively, so (20) is replaced by
min AJ = min (z(0) - Tx(0)) P22(z(0) - Txx0)) (26)
D,M,T D,M,T
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It is not hard to see that the s < n-m version can be extended to the s > n-m
version but not vice-versa. (Put F - I in (25), (21) and (19) will equate
(19), (21), (22) to (23), (24) and (25) respectively. Furthermore set D, E
to TAM, TAH). From here on, we mean the s < n-m version when we refer to the
cost separation theorem.
* * *
The relation of the min. cost design to the pole-placement design is
simply the addition of the optimization part (26) subjected to (24); and
while D is free (by definition of pole-placement), so is M so long as (D,M)
is observable, in the pole-placement design, they are to be optimized in the
min. cost design--or one can say (D,M) is fixed by design and optimization
respectively. In (26), we are very general and include. T in the minimization.
Actually, the optimal T can be solved from (18) and (25) together with the
optimal H and E once D and M are fixed at their optimal values. In this
light, we see (24) and (26) really use the design #2 philosophy and hence
below-min. order compensator is possible.
Rothschild-Jameson's method to decouple (18) and (25) into 2 matrix equations,
one involving T, the other involving only H and E
That T appears in both (18) and (25) provides a coupling between the two
which requires their simultaneous solution. A decoupling that provides for
sequential solution is not only more attractive computationally, but also
provides the condition for existence of solution for H and E, which former-
ly appear in 2 different matrix equations.
For ease of exposition, we will first consider the single-input case,
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r - 1. The multiple-input case is a straightforward extension.
r - 1: Since H, M & F are row vectors now, denote them by hT , m & fT
(18) and (25) will become
TA - DT = EC (26)
T + mTT fT (27)
The characteristic polynomial of the compensator is
det (AI-D) A + d- +...+d = 0 (28)1 S
Define CO 0
AC1 - EC = TA - DT by (26)
A 2 2
C2 =ECA + DC1 = TA D T bY,C& (26)
ECA2 3 3 (29)C ECA + DC2 = TA D by C2 & (26)3 2
C-ECA + C = TA - D iT , > i > 1i i-
Multiply each Ci by ds i and sum we obtain
S S S
TdiA = I di Csi + I diD s- T (30)
i=O i=O i=O
where do = 1. From the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, D satisfies its own character-
istic equation,
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s
d i = 0, (31)
i=01
so (30) reduces to
2 s-iT(A + d A +...+ dI) C + + + ds- 1 (32)
Expanding the right-hand side according to definitions of C 's, we have
T(A2 + dl A +...+ d I) = ECA + (D + dlI)ECA + (D2 + d D + d2) ECAS-3
+...+ (D + dln +...+ d sI)EC (33)
Multiplying (33) on the left by mT and using (27), we have
hTC S s-l T s-1 T s-2 ThTC(A s +dA +.. + d I) +8 ECA +82 ECA 
.+8 EC
- -f (As + dlAs '1+...+ d I) (34)
where ~ is just a short hand notation that represents the ith column of the S
matrix defined by
A\ * i (oT . .0 T~m (.-1) T(s-2)S = m (D (D + D +.... + -+ d -I)m
(35)
(35)
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Now the term that postmiltiplies T in (33) is the characteristic equation of D
in A, i.e. with D replaced by A in (31). Under the assumption that A and D
do not have any common eigenvalues, this term will never be zero. Furthermore,
Gantmacher (1960) shows that under the above assumption, (26) has a unique
solution for T. This implies (33) has a unique solution and hence (As + d As-11
+...+ dsI) has an inverse. Therefore, when A and D do not have any common
eigenvalues, we can write (33) as
T - ECA 1 + (D + dlI)ECA +...+ (D + dlD +...+ d I)EC]
x [As + dA +..+ dsI]-l (36)
(34) and (36) are the two decoupled matrix equations that can be proved (see
below) to be equivalent to the two coupled equations (26) and (27). So instead
of solving (26) and (27) simultaneously in T, hT and E, we only have to solve
(34) in hT and E and using the E thus obtained to get T directly from (36).
Proof That (26) and (27) - (34) and (36) is true is by construction. To show
that (34) & (36) y (27), we note that the value of (fT-h C) obtained from (34)
T
must equal m multiplied by T. Indeed this is true when T is given by (36),
after we consider the definition of s and equation (35).
To show that (36) -(26), we first show (33) #4(26). Postmultiply (33) by A
and subtract from the product (33) postmultiplied by D.
a si s2 2 s- CA' s- 3 -922 A +..+ +d + .. sECAT(A+ +dA + ++dA +dA +...+dI)
X'., 2 ? 1 ( + d + 5
- ECA + d 1 )ECAs + + dEA1 )+ d 2 I) ECA)
3 2
+( + d + d+ d31)ECAS +. .. + ++ d - I)CA
D*CA- 1 2 + dk) ECAS-2 _ 3 + di2 + d2) ECA. 3
*A- -2~s-
-(D + dlD +..+ dslD EC (37)
After notinq the cancellations of the up-arrows with the down-arrows, the MRS
of (37) is-
(8 s-i ds 2 s-3ECA + dlA + +dA +. . .+ d A)2 ~ 3 s-i
-(D + dl +.+ dD 1 D)EC- (38)
Add and subtract EC d to each of the two terms above, to get
C(As + dlAS 1 +dAs + d3A +...+d A +I) -
- (+ dD +...+ d D + dI)EC+ 8d (39)1 ~~~s-i 
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Noting (31), the 2nd term of (39) is zero. Equating the UItS of (37) to the
RHS of (39) and noting that A8A m AA8, etc.,
TA(A S 1 + d d +...+ d I)A- DT(A s + dlA + 2A
+...+ d I) - EC(As + dlA' + d 2A 2 +...+ d I) (40)
2 S-1 -2 2The assumption that (A + dA + d 2 +...+ ds I)l exists proves (33)t(26).
Since the same assumption proves (33) =(35), (35): (26). O
Now let us examine the condition under which (34) has a solution to h and
T T T
E. If we denote the s rows of E by e, e2,..., e, the transpose of (34) can be
written as
Ts-i T1T s-2 T
(AT dA +. d I)Ch + ( AT + s2 AT +...+ S )C
.1 s -i 12 1 -1
T8-1 s8-2 T
+ (s21 A + 22A +...+ 2s)C +...
s-1 .s-82 Ts -1
+ sA sA +s A + s I)Ce (A +dA ....+dI) (41)
To write (41) as a set of linear simultaneous equations A1 - bl where x is
the unknown vector (hT e1lel...l ) , we have to -define a matrix sm x sm
matrix Pt
llI m s21m s.. slIm
A T
P s12Im s22Im s2m 
s m 2s m ssm
By multiplying out (43), it is not difficult to see that (41) can be written as
_ B
- -- (s+l)m 0 o h \ TS T-
m m x sm (.AT A
X MATC.AT T ... * CT] dlI e I...+ dI)f
d2I e
s m ss m
A _ __ (43)
A necessary and sufficient condition for (43) to have a solution in x is
rank (A) -rank (A L) (44)
or, stated in terms of vector space language, the columns of Al span *l Since
b is complicated function of f, our following analysis considers bl &E a general
vector, i.e., its elements can take any finite values. If b is a general vectors
a necessary and sufficient condition for (43) to have a solution is
*.
However, this solution-may not be unique. See addendum. In general, some
parameters of h, E will be undetermined, and hence the following conditions
are somewhat too conservative.
rank (A1) - n (44a)
(See C. T. Chen, Introduction to Linear Syst. Theory, p. 31, Thm. 2-4)
To determine the rank of Al, we first have to determine the rank of S
defined in (35). By definition, the observability matrix of (D, mT) is
[m : DTm * DT ml (45)
which has rank s iff (D,m T ) is observable. By elementary column operations on
O T' we can obtain S. E.g., the 2nd block of S is obtained by the sum of the
D,m
1st block of &t T and dl times its 2nd block.
D,m
rank (S) rank ( 6) = p (4 )D'(T
T
Further more, p - s iff (D,m ) is observable. From the definition in (42), we
can write
rank (P) m*rank(S) = mp (47)
The observability index of JA,C) is defined as the least integer v such
that
v-l -2 . T
rank A C . C (48)
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We see that s > v-1 is necessary and sufficient that A has rank n.
Assume s > v-1 and (D,mT) is observable. From (47) and the definition
of B in (43), rank (B) = (s+l)m. Hence B 1 exists. Since Al = A B, rank
(A1) = rank (A) - n, by (48) and s > v-1. Together with (44a), we have just
proved the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.
Theorem 1 An asymptotic estimate for a single input plant exists if
T T(D,m ) is observable and s > v-1. Given (D,m ) is observable and s > v-l, the
corresponding necessary condition is s > n-m . Since -m is always a lower
- m m
bound to v-1, the sufficient conditions are also necessary.
Proof necessary condition. For Al = A B, it is necessary that rank (A ) < min
(rank (A), rank (B)) for (43) to have a solution. Given (D,m ) is observable,
rank (B) - (s+l)m. Given s > v-1, rank (A) - n. rank (A1) < min(n,(s+l)m).
But rank (Al) = n, since the sufficient conditions are satisfied. . n < min
(n,(s+l)m). Consider two cases: 1. n < (s+l)m 2. n > (s+l)m.
1. min(n,(s+l)m) = n necessary condition is satisfied.
2. min(n,(s+l)m) = (s+l)m. For the necessary condition to be true, n < (s+l)m
which contradicts the assumption of 2. .. 2. can never satisfy the necessary
condition.
Rearrange the assumption of 1. s > n-. This will ensure that the necessary
-- m
condition is satisfied. a
For a given s, an observable pair (D,m ) can always be found. We can even
say that for a given s and D (fixed by pole-placement), an m can always be
found such that (D,mT ) is observable. (Convert D to observable canonical form,
then set mT to (0,..., 0, 1).)
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When (D,m ) is unobservable, rank (t T) < s, rank (S) < s, rank (P) < sm,
D,m
rank (B) < m+sm, rank (A1) < min (n, m+sm) and a solution to (43) is not guarante-
ed even when s > m because if there are less than n independent equations in
- m
(43), the column space in Al may not span the vector b1 . Rothschild has a
necessary condition that guarantees a solution to (43) when (D,m ) is unobservable.
n-m n
It is s > max (v-l , -). This appears incorrect due to an error ofM m
reasoning in his two-line derivation.
Extension to multiple-input case, r > 1
There is no conceptual difficulty in extending Theorem 1 to apply to a
multiple-input plant. We only have to deal with a bigger Al matrix, now called
A2 (also a bigger x and bl).
We start by decoupling the two matrix equations
TA - DT = EC (54)
HC + MT - F (55)
We will still keep (28), (29), (30), (31), (32), (33), (36), (37), (38), (39),
and (40) which are independent of r. Multiplying (33) on the left by M and
using (55), we have
HC(As + dlA s 1+...+ d I) + sECAs- 1 + SECA-2 +...+ ssEC
iF(As + dlAS 1 +...+dI) (56)1i 
where 8i are compoenent blocks of S T
r
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T T T
r (S1 2 ... 1 S )r (
(MT (DT + dlI)M (DT 2 + dlD+ d I)MTI... (DT - 1 + d +dD.+ dST I)MT)
(57)
To examine the condition under which (56) has a solution to H and E, denote the
r rows of H, the s rows of E and the r rows of F by T, h T T
T T T T T-
e2,.. , , and fl ' f2 '.. f . Furthermore, as a short-hand, define
- As d s- 1 + ...+ d I (58)
1 5
Using a property of the Knonecker product that AXB - Y can be written as
(A BT )x - y where X and y are the rows of X and Y stringed out in a column
vector, we can write (56) as
Irs (s 1)T +I2s (CAs- 2) +T
r·-' )( T 2r) + , (C~s~lT + ( -
+ S(~ CT] ( . = (I(C T )( ) (59)
which can be written in the form A 2 x b as follows: Using the definition of
a Knonecker product, we can write (59) as
nr C )2 + nr 6 12 e )
, h-~ rl 8r2 rs es-
a mr ms
ms
ijnr {(* Tf-2 (60)
nr
where Oij is an n x m matrix given by
T 2 T T Tij = (S AT + Ss. A + + Ss I)CT
and S= ij-th element of Sk
s ' Ts - 1 T T
We can factor out (AT C A C C from :
S-1 i
TS T T s CT: S1
n [CA CT : a = eI (61)
2
{__ -- (s+l)m . ij m
S I
ij Im
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Notinq that PTi C can also be factored, we get
d ImS * s- 1
[A C AT C /. C Im -rC (62)
|m d2Im2 d IsmDefine
ATCT AT T T
n4 r A6 C (63)
A m
(s+l)m. A, d I (64)
dI2 m
d I
sm
and
m 0o
m
A 11
(s+l)am ij ij m i 1,2,..., r (65)
2
ii m j = 1,2,..., s
Sij m
(60) can be written as
-24-
i-G r(s+l)m- rm _ Hsm hi
nr r} t1l1 12 13 ils -2
21 .22 .23 *2s h
/ l X 4lr2 r3 Irs i1\
A A3 23 4
: j
/ -1
2 (66)
m a
which is .n equations in (r+s)m unknowns. A necessary condition that (66) has
a solution is rank (A2) i rn· Equation (66) is essentially Equation (43) r
times over stacked one over another. For example, if we neglect the interven-
ing zero blocks, the first row of A4 has the same structure as B in (43). It
is not hard to convince oneself that if (D,M) is observable, S has rank s and
r
A4 has rank (s+r)m, the row dimension of A One way to see this is by partion-
ing A and ij
2mS i
sm i) m
A_ gain. J.this A. not:sufficient for uniqueness. See addendum.
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Rearrance the rows of A4 so that A1 and Iij are grouped to the top rows and
A2 and Xi j are grouped in the lower rows.
A 1 O 21 I ? x
A 11 12 is
31 1 1 1A4 = O A 1 2 1 2 2 2s rm
2 2 sm2 x s
'2 r2 r i _
T T
where R(Sr ) is Sr after row rearrange viz.,r Lo 2rl rs
f 
-26-
1 1 1 1 i1
MtM S11 S12 S13 .. S 11 12 13 1
T MM(D + d I) = 2 1 1 1 1
r 1 21 S22 S23 2 2S2 3
M(D + diD + d I) sr S
a 1 1 2.
: S 1 S S S
rl r2 r3 rs
(Dl + - +..+ ds I ) s M(D + d;D d I) S 2 2 2 2
Sll S12 S13 Sl
J - S S~~~21 2  23 . 2s 
rl r2 r3 rs
s s s 
l1 12 13 .00 is
S S S S
S21 S22 S23 S2s 
1 r2 r3 ' . -rs
(68)
R(S ) picks out corresponding rows from each block of S r and groups ;them into
blocks so that the 6lements of each column in a block have identical subscripts.
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T T
a linear transformation ofOD the same being true for R(Sr ) of S rank
(R(S T)) - rank (Sr)  s iff (D,M) is observable. Iff this is true, rank
r
(R($S) eI m) i ms. We have just shown that A4 and hence A4 has rank (s+r)m
iff (D,N) is observable. Recall the proof of Theorem 1 assumes a general RHS
for Equation (43): We will also assume a general RHS for Equation (66). In
this case, a solution to (66) exists iff rank (A2 ) nr. To determine the rank
of A2, we need the following lemma (C. T. Chen, page 33, Theorem 2-6).
beoAs. For A2 - A3A4,
rank (A2) rank (A4 ) d (71)
d is the dimension of the intersection of R(A4), the range space of A4, and
16(A3), the null space of A 3.
Theores 2 An asymptotic estimate for a multiple output plant exists
if (D,M) is observable, s > v-1 and s and d satisfy (s+r)m-d = nr. Given the
sufficient conditions are satisfied, the corresponding necessary condition is
s u n r.
-m
.Proof. sufficient condition Given (D,M) is observable, we have just proved
rank (A4) - (s+r)m.. Given s > v-l, we know that rank (A2) - nr. A sufficient
condition for solution to (66) to exist is rand (A2) - nr. But by (71), rank
(A2) - rank (A4) - sd ( +r)m - d. Equating the two, (s+r)m - d = nr. The
condition s > v-1 is required explicitly when r = 1. In that case, A4 (called
* in (43)) spans all of E( l)m and d = dim (N(A3)) - n - rank (A3), (A3 is
- ~~~~~~~~~~~~33 3
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called A in (43)) - n-n - 0 where s > v-1 ensures rank (A3) = n. When rl,
n-m n-mr(s+r)m - d - nr becomes (s+l)m - n or s - -. If s = - is a sufficient
m m
condition, s > nmm is certainly also sufficient, i.e. adding dimension to the
- m
estimator can never hurt us. Since n-m is always a lower bound to v-l,
m
s > v-1 can replace (s+r)m - d = nr when r = 1, i.e. s > v-1 can replace
s n- . Hence, the sufficient condition of Theorem 2 when r = 1 reduces to
m
that of Theorem 1.
Necessary condition. The necessary condition for (66) to have a solution is
rank (A2) < min (rank (A3), rank (A4)).
Given (D*M) is observable, rank (A4) = (s+r)m. Given s > v-l, rank (A3) = nr.
·Consider two cases: 1. nr < (s+r)m
2. nr > (s+r)m
1. min (nr, (s+r)m) = nr. Since A2 has nr independent equations because the
sufficient conditions are satisfied, the necessary condition is always satisfied.
2. min (nr, (s+r)m) = (s+r)m. For the necessary condition to be true, rank
(A2) < (s+r)m. But rank (A2) = nr because the sufficient conditions are satisfied.
nr < (s+r)m contradicts the assumption of case 2. Hence 2-.ca-nesr-- satity-thi
necessary condition.
n-r r
Rearrange the assumption of case 1, s m r
(s+r)m - d - nr i s n-m)r+d Since adding dimension to the estimator can
never hurt us, s > (n-m)r+d)miqht be needed when (n-m)r+d is not an exact multiple
m
of m, Also, d > 0 and s > (n-m)r+d renders the necessary condition s > n-m r
m 
- m
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redundant. Hence, the necessary and sufficient conditions for an asymptotic
estimate to a multiple output plant to exist are (D,M) observable and s
>- max ((n-m)r+d v-)
Before we continue this line of thought further, let us see what is the
lower bound to s when we use Theorem 1 (r=l) r times, each for one control
input. The way to do so is shown as follows.
x = Ax + Bu
B = (b l l b 2 -... lb) (72)
u u i i = 1,..., r are scalar inputs.
i Ur
x - Ax + bu 1 + b 2 u 2 +..+ b u (73)
Each b ui will be considered individually as if it is the only control. A
dynamic system
t i Zi. DiZi + Eiy + Giui (74)
will be constructed so that if u X1 1 Fx asymptotically is desired,
Qu
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F - , the Luenberger condition (See (26)) and the constraint (See (27))
-2
fT
for the ith control is
T.A - DiT = EiC (75)
T Th. C + m.i T. = f. (76)
--1 --1 1 --1
This problem was solvea in deriving Theorem 1. The result is
mL (Di + dl I)
S T i i
i mi (Di + dl Di + d2 I) (77)
t -l t.-2 iT ti D 1 +ti-2 d I)
. T(D + d ti-l
where dji j ,..., ti are given by
t. ti-1
det ( I-Di) = i + d i +..i + d (78)
iT iT iT
If we denote the t. rows of E by e e2 *** et h. and the rows of
1E can be solved from
1
N. can be solved from
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(-.-(ti+l)m ,i-- 4 nx o tia . hi 
[ATti T Tti- T T 1 T in 
"n (A i + I A C . + d 
2 ' 1-2
.i
·I e
Ldt i 18Ti i i-i
and as long as A and D i have no eigenvalues in common, T is given by(t i 1= i A ti-1 _ 
I) EC+ (A + A...+ d I) (80)
n-rn
V-1. But for i = 1, 2,..., r, - and V- do not change. Hence, ts =t >t i-l i ti-i 1 -1aboThe is done for r times, each forry and sudiffericient onditio  for (79) to havi, we can combine the results
as follows.
by-!stackibg', (75)for i s 1,2,..., r can be written as
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| 'CTi' ; : 0 D1  ET
or '~A'- D T c (81)a/T 2 2I A- D2  f 21K,
* ID
T D T E
r~~~r~r r
T. D T E
where we have defined T, D and E as the corresponding augmentations. By
stacking, (76) for i = 1,2,..., r can be written as
h , T T
T'T f
(i . 2 (82)
hT/ . T |) T2
Isr C +
H M T F
where we have defined H and M. Similarly, (74) can be written in totality as
s=rt Z D z E GT u2 2 2 2
r r rr Ur
S ' =rt Z D E G u
(83)
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T AFty conStructinqg : 4- f cs erar1,t etf -l w.ah a., ccoplished u ,,Fx,
s the ahove three, equations shw Sic t > v- for each subsystem, s = rt
>r(v-l1) which is, the lower bound to s,we, ght. Depending on whether
(n-r) r+d n-m
-m)-r dor rr( - sl), > l n - wisll?<m$1~.,e,.~~=~L usa Theor m 2 or, Theorem 1 r
~ieas in order, to minimize s . In case of a tie, the computational simplicity
of tthe latte, wiill tip the ,balance.
Some simple mathematics hep see, Th 2T ed rd o 8, T e rnlxirni't, wmp eon appl
tilmes is iseful. Our objective of considering the, below 'N rn-0d, e observerSs nic r l M j ii cn s: i d , d
3 ete aA. etimator of liner functions of x, with dimension k n-m. From
Theorem ,2,,i s.-nd-rn)r > v-i, t e iLn, is, A lowe boun t o th,e dimension s of
the below minimum order estimator. But this lower bound cannot be less than
n-m if r > m! The same applies to Theorem 1 applied r times. Therefore,
' ... - .
while h~orern 1 Lr=l) rlook_ attractvet its exxtelion to r > 1 is,.'useless when
nr
r > m. Note that even Theoireh 1 is useless when m = 1 because v-1 > n-m
and we might be bettrer-offusing the Luenberger observer. Since Theorem 2
assumes r > 1, the above discussion z 1 < r < m has to be satisfied for Theorem
2 to be useful. There is a restriction on n too, namely n > 6. This is because
the mininim1 t and m that-satisfies 1 l.r <-m is:r = 2e m = 3. Assuming d = 0,
and using the notlation. [a] = the. smallest integer greater than-.or equal to a,
[ (n-m )] = [tn 3<y-2] < n- n--3 iff n > 6.: Most text-bookproblems do not
m 3
have n > 6. An ei:(iprl§, a 2-D vehicle on a flexible (elevated) 2-D guideway,
the former "driven" by road roughness and wind gust disturbances'is studied
below: n = 9, m = 4, r = 2. Conditions for d = 0 are derived. Simple mathematics
~se~-----··~---- ·---- A', 4.'--------- ~ -__I~_____
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shows n-m - 5, - r] .-3, and for that particular problem, v = 3 (v-l)r w 4
These will be the dimension of the estimator for Luenberger observer, Theorem 2
and Theorem 1 applied r - 2 times respectively.
Let us study the nature of the intersection of N(A3) with R(A4 ) . d = dim
[N(A 3)( R(A4)]. d = 0 when N(A3) 1LR(A4). But the row space of A3, R(A3), 1
N(A3) by definition of null space. .. R(A3) l l R(A4) or R(A3) C R(A4) when
d - 0. The maximum dimension of R(A3) and R(A4) are nr and (s+r)m respectively.
Since nr L (s+r)m is required by the necessary condition, this accounts for :the
direction of _2 "# above.
We will study the component blocks of A3 and A4 in order to discover exactly
when d a O0 Recall from (66) that
r(s+l)m
O p' ~0 ATcT T CT CT]
nr A3 [AT C * A C C
r blocks
(84)
(r+s)m
0 : 11 2 l ms
r(s+l)m, A m
d I
0Lo~ :21 dI
d I
sm
Iij given by (65) and (68).
-- I~-ii. 
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For the first block row of A3, ( n x-l)(+l) ' to be in the column
space of A4, R(A4 ) , we only to have make sure rows of rare in the column
space of (AI X1 1 11 2 ...' ls) ' the first row block of A4 with the zero blocks
after A removed. For example, if r = (1 1), the first block row of A3 is
( 1 0 0). If A 4 is [A m 1i 1Z 1j it is clear that (1 1 0 0) cannot lie
m X21 122
in the column space of (0) . It is also clear that 21 and X22 of 2) and
Am Y2
(12) may take any values without affecting the latter two's intersection with
122/
(1 1 0 0) due to the double zeros. Hence, if r = (1 1) lies in the column
space of (AIX11 X12 )' (1 1 0 0) will lie in the column space of A4.
By similar reasoning, we also require the second block row of A3,
(On x(s+l)m r| lox(r2)(s+l)m) to lie in the column space of (AIX21 X22...' 2 s)
and so on to the rth block row of A3. Note that when taken together, these do
not mean the rows of P lie in the column space of (A I 1 1 1 2"'lX 1s  21 X2 2· ·
2s . ... Xrl Yr2'' Yrs ) will guarantee R(A3) C R(A4 ). To determine if
d = 0, we cannot use this one "augmented" test, but must use the test R( r) C 4
R(A ~Xil 7i2''is) r times, each for a different i, and only when all r tests
are satisfied will we know that d = 0. These tests will be used to determine the
conditions under which d = 0, in the 9-th order example below.
Specializing to r = 1 may help to understand why Theorem 1 always works,
i.e. d 0- . When s > v-l, there are n independent rows of A3, each of which3'
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Tis a (s+l)m-vector. When (D,m ) is observable, A4 has (s+l)m independent
columns, each of which is a (s+l)m-vector. Hence, all of the columns of A4
span the whole E (s + l )m space. Hence the n independent rows of A (n < (s+l)m-i
at least as many independent equations as unknowns) must always be in R(A4 ) .d - O.
Section III Example The vehicle is represented by a mass M and a moment of
inertia about c.g., I M. It is a "beam" with two magnets (wheels) near the ends.
The magnets are controlled by two current sources, each independent of the other.
(r - 2) The vehicle is subjected to wind gusts F acting vertically downwards0
at c.g. and also to road roughness directly below the magnets. The guideway
on which the vehicle moves is a similar "beam" supported by springs and dashpots
at its ends. From the passenger's viewpoint, the c.g. of the vehicle is always
directly above the c.g. of the guideway when the vehicle is travelling forward
at V # 0. This is admittedly unrealistic but is possibly the best we can do ito
model the up-and-down and the rotational motion of the guideway, unless we go
into distributed systems. The objective is to minimize mean. acceleration at
the front and back of the vehicle (x6 and x8) while keeping the average separation
between the magnet and the road surface directly below minimum (x5 and x7). I.e.
1 rT 62 *2 p·x2 2
minimize I - T + P(X + x8 p x5 )]dt as T + -, p is a weighting factor
0
that specifies the tradeoff between acceleration and road separation.
~L _-AW , ,Y3
y F1 Y'rl! 2 r
tol*42 trt F2 rl
-- f." -mg
I L * > l
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Appropriately non-dimensionalized, and considering incremental quantities
only (i.e. instead of say y4, consider Ay4 so that the dead-weight Mg, taken
care of by (y4) nominal, will not have to be considered), xl to x9 will
correspond to the physical variables Y1, Y1, Y2'  Yrl' Y3' Yr2 Y4' F
Defining A = L/1, A, = (L/L1) , p = M/m and neglecting the (small) angles F1
and F2 pade with the vertical, the state equations are
Fxl~ 0 ° n o 0 | 0 16
x2 -1-6 -2C(1+6 ) 1+6X \-2C(1-6) al*(+X ) a*9(1-6X) O .
x -1+6to l-2r(l1-6 ) 6 -2X( 1 +6 Xo) a* (1l-6X+) 0 a3*1(1+6 ) O Odt X5 ° t -1 s O O , O ] 1 O o ,0d x o 1 o ' 0
;-a *(l+6X) *(l....6..) 0 .- 1
. x5 0 -0 1 0 p 0 a 0
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o0 O 10 , wind and road-roughness
a2 i(-1-6X ) a4 p(-1+6 ) 0 disturbance.2 0 o
0O 0 ° u - , o) ° 0o E(o2 - o01 0 2
a2*l(-1+6Ao) a4 P(-1-6Xo) E(n ) =O
2 . . I
-Y0 o 0 O -|Yol0 E(n2Y*1) = 0
a2'(1+6A 1) a4 (1-6A ) o0 E(n y*2 ) = 
0 0*
......... t* (T) * (T))
la 2 *(1-6X1 ) a4 *(1+6X 1 ) 0 2( t )
L °t i 02 - = N.1 6(t-T) i 6((t-+ 
- 2N L '6 (t-T+ -) 6(t-T)
E(n2(t)n (T)) = N26(t-T)
(85)
Note that road-roughness velocity is modelled as white noise correlated perfect-
L
ly with a. lag V, the time required to traverse the separation of the magnets at
vehicle speed V. Wind-gusts are modelled as first order filtered white noise.
N, N1 and N2 defines the magnitude of these disturbances. In the above, the
magnets are assumed to satisfy the force-separation-current relations: F =
-alyrl + a2u1 , F2 = -a3Yr2 + a1u2 . The asterik * denotes a non-dimensionalized
quantity. The measurements on board the vehicle are assumed to be Yrl' Y3 ' Yr2
and y4 ' Accelerations y3 and y4 can be easily measured and then integrated; YrZ
and Yr2 not so easily. . m = 4 and y = Cx gives
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0000 1000 O 
0000 0100 0(
0000 0010 0 
0000 0 0001 0 /
The problem is to design p, p, o, X1 given N, N1, N2, V so that I is minimized
and frequency response, transient response, and other "classical quantities"
are satisfactory. The Wiener filter is used so that I = I(p, p, A , X1) is
minimized and since we are in the frequency domain, can also examine how those
responses change with p, p, X , i1 and even some ratio between the magnitudes
of the disturbances. Suppose this was done and p, p, X , A1 are fixed. We now
turn to the Kalman filter and its extensions to realize the Wiener filter. Theorem
1 1
2 will be used. With p = 2' = .02, 1 2X = .6, a* = a* = 13.3046, * =
a4* P 13.3046, N - .1, A becomes
0 1 0 0 0 0o0 i 0
-4 -.16 2 .08 26.6092 0 -13.3046 0 0
0 o1 0. O0 O
A= 2 .08 -4 i -. 16 -13.3046 0 26.6092 0 1 0
O r-1 O 0 0 0 00 
0 0 ' 0 i0 -53.2184 0 26.6092 0 -1
i0 0 0 -1 0 10 0
O io 26.6092 15 28 0 l
0 O 0 0 26.6092 0 -53.2184 0 -1
0 0 lo o o 0 0; 1.1
It was worked out that v = 3 for this combination of A and C. Since (D,M)
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observable is essential to Theorem 2 and we know that for any s, one can always
find such a pair. Without loss of generality, (D,M) can take on Luenberger's
**
observable canonical form for multivariate systems. (See C. T. Chen, pp. 292-
n-r
295). We have worked out that [ r] = 3 > v-l. Hence s = 3 is tried and as
m
the following shows, can work. For s = 3, the Luenberger canonical observation
form for D and M are
o -d 2 b2 0 1 
D w 1 -d b1 M- 0 0 1 (87)
0 b 3 -d3 /
%3 3
2
where dl, d2, d satisfies (A + d A + d2 ) ( + d3 ) = 0 and bl, b2 ,3, together
with the di's, are to be determined. Our immediate objective, however, is to
see under what conditions d = 0. Using (87) in (68), we find that
0 1 0
s = 0 0 1 (88)
1 0 b
0 b 3 d-d3 1 3
0 blb3 b2-bld3
b3 -b3d3 blb3-dld3+d3+d2
L
From (64) and (65), we can construct the component blocks of A4 in (66). The
result is
This requires a demonstration that the BMO observer-based compensator is
tealization-invariant, however. For the MO case (s = n-m) see Blanvillain
and Johnson, Proc. CDC' 76 (to appear).
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d4 04 0 4
t[lA l1121 13d1 1 4 04 I4 04 (89)
d2 4 4 4 114
' d3I4 04 blb3I4 (b2-bld3) I4
L
and
dIIi 4 04 ( 0 b
2 24 4 34 4
11"211 2213231 3 \2 4 %4 b334 4
d 3 4 3 4 (blb3-dld3+d3d2) 
Recall that R(r ) must lie in the column space of (89) and of (90) for d = 0.
One way to guarantee this, without considering what r7 actually is, is to
make sure (89), (90) each spans the complete 16-dimensional space, 16 being
the dimension of a column vector of (89), (90). For (89) to span
16
. one can show that b2-bld3 # O is enough. (so that the second and the
fourth column blocks will be independent.) Siminarly, for (90) to span E ,
b3 ' 0 is enough. Our immediate objective is achieved: b2-bld3 # O and b33 0
are sufficient for d = 0 and hence s = 3 will be the minimum order realizable
using Theorem 2. To bring the problem to a logical end, we turn to find the
optimum b.'s and di's, subjected to the above constraints, such that AI, the1 1
incremental cost due to incomplete state feedback, is minimized. The method
by Dakbe-Chen-Powell-Fletcher is one way to do this. Hence, through time-
domain results, the Wiener filter is realized. Due to cost separation, the
realization is a sequel to the optimal design of p, V, Xo, 11'
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In fact, as far as determining the conditions under which d = 0 in the
above manner is concerned, the problem posed (vehicle on guideway) is relevant
only to the extent of specifying n, m, r and v. For n > 6, 1 < r < m,
n-m s
s = [m-- r] > v-l, construct D, M as in (87) with [-] partitions, each partition
m r
except the one in the lowest right hand side has a dimension r, the last par-
tition has a dimension s-([-]-1)r. IUsinq MACSYMA, we can generate (88) for all
combinations of n > 6, 1 < r < m. Conditions for (89), (90), etc. to span the
whole E(s+l)m can then be generated and are appropriate to all problems with
the same n, m, r combinations.
Section IV
In "An approach to dynamic compensator design for pole assignment", by
H. Seragi, Int. J. of Cont., 1975, Vol. 21, No. 6, pp. 955-966, a frequency
domain result of Theorem 1 is given, in the context of pole assignment. A
summary of that paper is given below.
Seragi considered 1. r - 1, m > 1
2. m - 1, 4 > 1
but did not give a result that is the counterpart of Theorem 2 where r > 1,
m > 1. Seragi's 1. can be split into three cases: s > -m . For >, complete
pole assignment is possible, for <, only (n+s)-((s+l)m+s) = n-(s+l)m poles
can be assigned or all (n+s) poles can be approximately assigned. In Theorem 1,
> is necessary for the asymptotic estimator to exist, < implies more independent
equations than unknowns.
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Single-input multi-output systems, r = 1, m > 1
x = Ax + bu
y = Cx
Y(s) - C(sI-A) bU(s) = W(s) U(s)
= wvs) u(s)F(s)
3W(S) " (mn - 1 n n-1
W(s) + n1 1 F(s) sn + d s ..n
nm i mlm
N (s)
Let the feedback compensator be G(s) = (s) rder s.
N(s) = (N (s), N2(s), .. , Nm(s)), A(s) Ss + as
S s- 1
Ni(s) b iS + b ,+ b i 1,..., bsi s-lSi
K if' W" sy or L G's)W(
G+ ~ s~~ZZZ7 W G(s)(s)
Uf(s) G(s)W(s) Y(s) W(s) w(s)A(s)
1 + G(s)W(s) U (s) 1 + G(s)W(s) F(s)A(s) + N(s)- w(s)
c
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Let H(s) - F(s)A(s) + N(s)' w(s) - characterist polynominal of the
(n+s)th - order closed-loop system
= F(s)A(s) + Wl(s)Nl(s) +...+ wm(s)N (s)
H(s) contains s a.'s and m(s+l) b.'s.
1 1 n+s
If the desired closed-loop poles are 1, A2'. ..n +s, Hd(S) = I (s-Xi) =
n+s n+s-1 ^i1
s + dn+ss +...+ di
.
Equating coefficients of H(s) and Hd(S), we have
Ec = f (91)
where E is an (n+s) x (s(m+l)+s) matrix and f is an (n+s)-column vector and c
is the (s + m(s+l))-column vector of the unknown parameters of the compensator.
i.e. c = (al'..., a b , b.ol,.. b 1 ... ,' bob ]T
If s > h'm and E does not have full rank, increase s until E has full rank.
- m
n-m n-r
Then solve for c, uniquely when s = -- , non-uniquely when s > In Theorem
1, s > max(n, v -l) = V-1 is necessary and sufficient. We conjecture that E
will be full rank when s - v-l.
When s < n- and we can assume in general that E is full rank, E is now
m
p x (s(m+l)+s), p < n+s, we can only specify p closed-loop poles. If we choose
to specify all (n+s) poles approximately, we will minimize I IEc-f| 12, i.e.
c = (E E)- E f. The relevance of this result to Theorem 1 is as follows: if
< n--m, we can build an "approximate" asymptotic estimator using the least-
n-m
swuare fit solution. Obviously, this applies to Theorem 2 too, when s < - r.
m
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Section V.
Explicit solution of the discrete version of Lyaponov Matrix Equation
A PA - P =- 
A is an n x n system matrix, P is an n x n sym. matrix that we want
to solve for, Q is an n x n sym. "cost" matrix. Define the n(n+l)/2 column
vectors composed of rows of the upper triangular P and Q; mathematically,
P (=ll P12 P13 '' pin P22 P2 3 P2n P33 P(n-)n Pnn
qd (q11 q12 q1 3 *'' qln q2 2 q2 3 *'q 2n q33 ... q(n-1)n qnn)
subscript d for discrete, (the continuous version defines q differently). We
show that the above matrix equation can be re-written as
(Ud - I)p = - d
n(n+l) n(n+l) n(n+l)Ud is an ( x 2 matrix made up of elements of A and I is an x
) identity matrix. Ud is to be constructed as follows.2
Label the columns of Ud by 2 indices L and M and the rows of Ud by 2 indices IJ.
These labels are identical (in sequence) to the subscripts in the definition of
p and qd' For the columns where L = M, the entry is the single term a LI aM.
For all other columns L f M, the entry is the 2-term aLI aMj + aMI aLj. Simple,
isn't it?
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L M LM L M
aJ i aj aLIM
+ aMI aLj
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LM
11 12 13 -- 22 23 .. 33 nn
2 a1 1 aa a 2 2
11 1al l 21 11a3121 a2 1a3 1 a31 nl
+a21all 31all a3 1a2 1 .
1 2 a- a a aaa
12 a 11 22 11 32 a21a32
allal' a21a22 I ia31a32 anlan2
2 1 1 2 311a2 + a312213
2 2
22 2 12a22 a12a32 a22a32 a32 an2
Ia12
a22a12 +a32a12 +a32 22
23
33
in 1. 2I 2
n 2 ln 3n i2nn 3n
ra 2al j a a+a + a i a
a2naln a3naln 3n2n nn
-1
p = -(Ud-I) qd is unique (and the inverse exists) iff A is stable. This
is just the Lyaponov stability theorem for the rewritten version of the discrete
Lyaponov.
The way to see the construction of Ud is a straightforward although tedious
rewriting of A PA in subscript notation. Since this matrix is syn., only the
upper triangular part is used in constructing Ud. This is explained below.
Write P in row form and A in column form as follows
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P = A al a .a 1
n~ I 171 2 i
1 
* * (PA)ij =i 8 a i = 1, o.., n(PA) ij i aj n
j =1, ... , n
T all a21 a plal pla ... pla 
A PA 1 21 31 ni _ - 1 1 * -n 
a12 a2 2 a3 2 *' anl EP2a1l -2al
a1 3 a2 3 33 *** an3 
aln a2n 3n nn' a E/ l 2 - n- n 
i = 1, ., n
,- (ATPA) - - ki j '
:=i j = 1, , n
As noted above, we are only interested in j ) i, the upper AA :PA. There
are n(n) elements in this upper a ATPA We will take the ij-th element
of it t to form the IJ-th row of Ud , Note the translation from
element to row, This is true by construction. Now comes the difficult
n
part. How do we use a ki ak to construct the n(n+l) elements of the
k-l
IJ-th row of Ud? You see why LM is labelled like the subscript of p? Be-
n
cause we only want the aki a. of I aki pk aj in Ud and k outside Ud
k=l
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LM
L4i 12 13 ... 22 23 .. / 1
/ 11
P 1 2
:23 /
Without too much ado about the details, the construction of putting
"aLI aMJ + aMI aLj for L # M and aLI aMJ for L = M" just makes sure the
n
aki, a of I aik Xk ! are put in the right place in Ud so that
n k-l
LJ 1I
Ud P I a ki X aJ where Ud is to denote the IJ-th row of Ud. Now,
k-l
it is not difficult to see the -I in (Ud-I)p is to account for -P in A PA-P.
Similarly for qd and its counterpart -Q in the matrix equation.
Uses of the explicit solution
One application is in the discrete version of T. Johnson's paper on
constrained configuration optimal compensator of order s to the linear
plant
x(i+l) A x(i) + B u(i) , x(O) = x °
y(i) M C x(i) , rank (C) = m n 2
S-Compensator r (i+l) - P *(i) + N y(i) , k(O) = zo 3
u(i) (i ) i) + H z(i)
Cost [J" I7 xT(i+l) Qx(i+l) + uT (i) Ru(i)
i=O
parameters [F( H , z
to be opt. N P
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Put (2) in C4and then in (§J
x(i+l) = A x(i) + BGC x(i) + H z(i) (6)
Put (3) in (ri),
z(i+l) = P z(i) + NC x(i) (!
Put (,? & (J) together
z(i+l) )
:X:+l) (NC P z(i)
A x(i) (A O ( O) (G H (C O(xi)
z(i) 0 0 0 N P O I (i)
-F
Put (1) in (5),
J " : (Ax(i) + Bu(i))T Q(Ax(i) + Bu(i)) + u(i)Ru(i)
iO
Put in and then in () and expand and neglecting the i,
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J (XTAT + XTCTGTBT + ZTHTBT) Q (Ax + BGCx + BHz)
+ (xCT G + z H )R (GCX + Hz)
i o x(i) T (A + BGC) Q (A + BGC) + (C) RGC
z(= i) HTBTQ (A + BGC) + HRTRGC
(A + BGC) QBH + (GC) RH )
H T (BT B + R) H ()
_ 0 x(i) Z Q
10 z(i) / z(i) 
From Kalman and Bertram, 1960: "Cont. System Anay. and Design Via
the second method of Lyaponov, II Discrete Time Syst.", Trans. ASME
June, 1960, p. 394-400, 10 can be written as
x O)\ /x(O) 
J -z(0) tr P W 
where P satisfies
AT P a- P = - andW (0) x (0)A-P=z(o Q an  W z(
z (O) z (O)
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where A is defined in f. The matrices A, P and Q are (m+s) x (n+s).
Let n+s - O.
Define p' - (P1 1 P1 2.*. Pln P22 P2 3 Paa
w' = (Wll 2w12 .* 2Wln 22 2w23 a11 12 in w22 23
q' (q 1 q1 2 *' qln q2 2 q2 3 *'- qca)
-' (i')is J = w'p 13
and (li is (Ud-I)p =-q c
Differentiate 4 wrt Fij
au 
d p + dI)a aF
-· -(Ud -I) a a
ij ii
(Ud ) D[F. (U d ) q- aFJ 
where we have usedf'£ 
Similarly, with z = (Zol 2 . z )o 1o2 Os
P = O0 since Ud E Ud(zo ) and q $ q(z )
Zol
.. Differentiating J wrt Fi ,i 13; becomes
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aJ aw- D .'i ^ ,ari 3W + w DPii ii
WI 3F.. w M w(Fij)
1)]1)
-1 d' a3 -1 ^ 
aJ aw i-1 j (Ud-I)- i
on using 613, (17) 0 for necessary conditions for opt wrt Fij
Differentiating J wrt zo, (1)becomes
-z p + w' L.
azoi azoi p Zoi
p , due to 16
Zoi
5 · d- X(UI) q due to (18
az. d01
(18) = 0 for necessary condition for opt wrt Zoi
Without too much modification, we can change 1 to
x(i+l) = A x(i) + Bu(i) + GV(i) il
where v(i) is white or coloured noise disturbance.
In IEEE Trans. on Auto Control, April 1975, Kurtaran considers a plant
()and measurement
9(i) a C x(i) + H w(i) 20
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where w(i) is white noise and proceeds to design a "suboptimal" (with the
possibility of y(i) feedforward) compensator of the form(S)and 4
E WLv(tii)\j = w(i)M V > 0
The augmented system is
~x(ill) x(i) /G 0\ (B O\G HO H\1 / v(i) 
z(i+l) z(i) 0 0 0 I N P 0 w(i) 
-F
where A is as in( l
With J A E(x(i)' Q x(i) + u(i)' R u(i)), i + -
which is different from 'i, Kurtaran shows that if
(v'(i) w'(i) ] = 0
z(i)
J = E () + C' F' R F C)
z(i) z(i)/
(i) H' F' R F H v(i)\ 
w(i) w(i),J .... . -
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whore Q n R O ) H H m
\ O s O s O o oo
n s r s ql q2
v(i) q , w(i) $tq2 , C (C O( ) (B 
u(i) r y(i)m I s I 
n s r s
With (i') h E [(x(.i)) (x'(i) z'(i)) ], the steady state is
4-+44-
£ (A - B F C) (A- B F C)' + (G - B F H) V(G- B F H)';G = -
A V
Writing 23 in terms of 7 & V,
(2'5~ J t [(Q + C' F' R F C)J] + tr (H' F' R F H V)
R
/C' G' RGC GR H
C' G R H) is different from Q in because
H' R G C H' R HI
is different from(
Using the technique previously developed, we can write 24
C29 £- Al A + V [cf A P A P - Q
t ' -,.p
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-1 -
as a = -(Ud I) v
Similarly, (25) is
(-7)g J = q'a + v r'
a +- aa + ar'
ij D) 1)
au
aq (Ud -I) v + (Ud d I) v
+ v aF
.2 O for necessary condition for opt. wrt F.
- (q' a + V r')
oi 01oi
O since none of the terms in( ) are functions of z.
This is agreeable since J in (4 is steady-state performance and should be
independent of z0
Suwmmary of Results
The explicit solution of A'PA - P = - Q is shown to be useful in
the "transient" problem (an opt. z is required)
x(i+l) A x(i) + B u(i), x(O) = xO
y(i) C x(i)
z(i+l) - P z(i) + N y(i), z(O) = z
u(i) - G y(i) + H Z(i),
J x(i+l)' Q x(i+l) + u(i) R u(i)
iWO
(a, the "steady-state" problem (any zo will be optimal)
x(i+l) = Ax(i) + Bu(i) + Gv(i), x(O) = x.
y(i) = Cx(i) + Hw(i)
J = E[x(i)' Q x(i) + u(i)' Ru(i)], i+-
This contains as special case where H - 0. (If G = 0, so will J and
any stable system is optimal!)
C As if life is not complicated enough, the "hybrid case". (an optimal
z required)0
x(i+l) = A x(i) + B u(i) + G v(i), x(0) = x0
This contains as special cases where either G _ O or H 2 O or both
G = 0 and H 2 0. When both CG - 0, H _ 0, 3 is the finite-horizon
counterpart of 1 and G, H, P, N will not be constant but functions
of i. Furthermore, the non-steady-state equation.
(SiO-) P(i+l) = A'P(i)A + Q
is to replace P A'PA + Q. Whereas the latter is rewritten as
(Ud I)p -q,
(3) can be rewitten similarly as
' p(i+l) = Ud p(i) + q
The finite-horizon formulation is conceptually and technically not
too different from the infinite-horizon formulation. The difference
is one of tedium- the former has to find optimal G, H, P and N for
every i, 0 < i < N-1.
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Three more cases can be listed, each corresponds to the previous
three wDth x(O) - x random.
o
the "transient" problem, random xo
Replace J by E(J) and xo by E(xo) and x x ' by E(xoxo') and
x z' Iby E(Xo Zo) = E(x )z
the "steady-state" problem, random x
0
No change is needed, random xo does not affect s.s. result.
the "hybrid case", random x 
Replace xo, x x z O by E(xo), E(x x ') and E(x )z ' respect-
ively.
When an optimal zo is required, it can be shown that zo* = z *(x ) or
zo*(E(xo)) in the random x case. When x is unknown and one does not want
to assign an E(x ) and an E(x x '), one can modify the cost to
@(5 minimum maximum
x Tp(O) x
Min M, M = max = max 0 0T T
x x x X x
0 00 00 
C( . minimum maximum relative to optimal T
x P(O)x
min L, L = max J . max T
xo x opt(O)xopt0 opt 0
P opt is solution of the mat. Ricatti's Equation for optimal
regulator,
_~~ 
-_
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(5) minimum an upper bound of L, call it B
(d*? average ratio
T
x P(O) xJ o o3 =ave = ave
T T
X X X X X X
It can be shown that
M- = (P(O)), A (o) = maximum eigenvalue
max max
-1L'= A (P (0) P.O))
max opt
n n
B2 - IIP(O)II = I X 2r(P(O)) = I 2
ili i j ij
n
J, = tr (P(O)) D i Pii
i-1
A.l these four criteria give a solution independent of x . At present, the
use of M and L is limited to e.g. second order plant because they involve
finding the maximium e4genValue of P(O) which is known only in terms of the
parameter matrices G, H, P and N. Symbolic manipulation is required to
find the *igenvalues of P(O). What is more difficult is to find the maximum
eigenvalue when the eigenvalues are expressed symbolically. Then, minimum
~m ~ ~~ax
In view of the above difficulty, B is used. Dabke 1970 (IEEE AC-15, pp. 120-
122) shows that 2 which can be easily implemented by the
i,j=l ' n
Dabke-Chen-Shieh method. So can J1 = tr (P(O)) I Pij which was first
re explicitly, it can be shown that
used by Kleinman & Athans 1968. More explicitly, it can be shown that
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B = p' S p, p defined at the beginning of this section and S is an
[ n(n]-1 2 diagonal matrix with diagonal elements 1 or 2 so that Pij get
weighted by 1 and Pij' i # j get weighted by 2.
' 8FB2 3p' Sp + p'S ap 
Di ij ij
Similar, we can show that
J1 5 -(S - 2 I)p, I is an n(+l) 2 identity matrix
-(s - 2I) a = 0
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Section VI
Extension of C. F. Chen and L. S. Shieh, "A Note on Expanding PA + A P = -Q"
IEEE Trans. Auto Cont., AC-13, pp. 122-123, Feb. 1968.
In the above reference, an algorithm was developed to expand the
Lyaponov Equation into a (n(n+l)/2) matrix equation which can be solved by
matrix inversion. In the present extension, an algorithm for accomplishing
the above symbollically is developed. For the incomplete state-feedback
problem, a Lyaponov Equation P(A-BFC) + (A-BFC)'P = -Q-C'F'RFC = -Q is in-
volved in which F is to be optimized. This necessitates a symbolic
expansion.
AT -Qinto Up 1
The algorithm expands PA + ATP = -Q into Up = - q. If A is n x n,
p and q are n(n+l)/2 dimensional vectors defined as
T
P - (Pll' P12 P13' ''' Pln P22' P23' '** P2n' P33' w'' Pn-l,n-l' Pnn)
q - (ql' 2q12' 2q13 ' ... 2q1n' q22 ' 2q2 3 ' ... , 2q2n' q33 ', ''2qnl 1n- l' qnn)
and U is an (n(n+l)/2)2 non-singular matrix that is a function of aij, the
elements of A. U will be non-singular if A is stable. The algorithm has to
do with writing U in terms of a...
(O) Label the rows and columns of U by the subscripts of the elements of p.
E.g. for a 3 x 3 system, the p vector is (Pl p1 2 P 13 P22 P23 P33)T The
row and column labels of U will be
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. i, ... t
112 13 22 23 33
i-' 1
12
13
22 U.. 
23
33 , - .33 _ ....... ..._._......
Figure 1
7~f4,i elementJ ~ iSa . Pg.reFe fere,4 :, 4 :,tI :e e :a ple : _:l e .¢olumn label).
) *zeneradaqo-n i. ;- Eoement ($.ii 8 --i 5 -) a
. 2- ;Elerw.nt j(ij,i + aI. ma .a 'i j
A diaibgoivkf t t- n -wI* 1 term is a i tor, terms & diBlet. See. Figure 2.
-. Generate above-diagonal elements.
Each element above the diagonal has 2 "projections" onto the diagonal,
a horizontal and a vertical. E.g., element (12,23) projects onto the 2_
diagonal elements (12, 12) and (23,23) which are a + a22 and a22 + a33
respectively. Four cases can be distinguished.
@ 'Wht' _'V'erF the '2i p t'1fibns;are' sit*letons, set the element to 0.
E.g., Poj:'etionofelement (11,2-2 are all and a22 . Element: (11,22) = 0.
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11 12 13 22 23 33
11
all
12
13 a +a13 all+a22 < _ proj.
22 a22
23 a22+a33
33 i a33
Figure 2
j) When the "a" subscripts of the 2 projections do not intersect,
set the element to 0. E.g., Projections of element (13,22) are all+a33
and a22. Since 2 does not "intersect" 1 and 3, element (13,22) = 0.
mI~ When the 2 projections are singleton and a dublet, the element
takes the "a" subscripts of the dublet and the 2 subscripts of the entry
are in decreasing order. E.g. projections of element (11,12) are a 1 and
ail + a22. Element (11,12) = a21.
fA When the 2 projections are 2 dublets, the element has "a" sub-
scripts of the unequal subscripts of the 2 dublets and the 2 subscripts of
the element are in decreasing order. E.g. the projections of element (12,13)
are a11 + a2 2 and a1 1 + a33 . Element (12,13) = a32.
(@7 Generate the below-diagonal elements.
Each element below the diagonal has "a" subscripts in reversed order
of the corresponding entry above the diagonal. E.g. element (22,12) = al2
because the corresponding entry above the diagonal is element (12,22) - a21.
~~n~ _ _ ___ _ _~21
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That's all for the algorithm. It is less complicated than it looks.
If the computer takes symbolic inputs and gives symbolic output, this algorithm
is not difficult to program.
Application
In the Dakbe method originally developed for output f6edback, one needs
to find aP . This is possible only when U is explicitly written as
functions of Fij as the above algorithm provides. The following is a re-
minder of the context in which the problem arises.
x Ax + Bu
y -Cx
z .. Pz + Ny
u Gy + Hz
J f o (x'Qx + u'Ruidt
Pind F H such that J is minimized.
N P
After some substitutions, J = tr(Y P) where y (: ) (xI z,) and P
satisfies P(A-BFC) + (A-BFC)'P = Q-C'F'RFC. Let y = (Yll1 ' 2 12, 2Y13,...,
2ln' Y22' 2Y2,..· 2 Y2n' Y33' ' ' 2Yn-l,n-l' Ynn)
*· T
o. J - y p. The necessary conditions for a minimized J is
a = YT aFp 0. Using the above algorithm, the Lyaponov equation
caij bFiS
can be written as U p = - 1. Differentiating wrt Fij, au p + U 
2q 3FcIi ai aFtj
2 aF,
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-1 L( + p). Since p U-1 q
Fij j 
ap 1 u 1U-1 aq U U-1 q)
ap ij i2 Di
The necessary conditions are then
T U-1 ( a U -1 q - ) .
F -- jaF.
When n is small, these conditions (non-linear) can be set up and solved
for optimal Fij. When n is big, U- 1 is not easy. The Powell-Eletcher
numerical solution will be useful.
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Section VII
Some worked examples, using MACSYMA
El Example _
Output Feedback. 2 x 2 example from Kurtaran and Sidar. Transformed so
that C - (0 Im), A = ( ) , B=C (0 (1), Y ( 1 -2 2 2 4 '
K - (1.32811 .15323), Q = 3 -2) F = f, A-BFC 2) Using
-2 2 1 -2f-2 '
the algorithm just developed, U -1 : 1 0
-f -2f-3 1
au =~ (~~ 1 0 -f -2f-2
afav i -1 -2 o .
0-1 -2
Q + CF'RC,(3 2 )' q = 2+3f 2) ' 0 .
-2 2+3f22 2+3f 6f
y 4) * The necessary condition is 216 f4 + 936 f3 + 1257 f2
+ 468 f - 102 = 0. Of the 4 solutions, 2 are real, 2 are complex; only
f .1502733 gives a stable overall system. The optimal J = .90408136.
The resultant closed-loop poles are at -1.128179376 and -2.172367223. This
agrees with Kurtaran and Sidar who used a method involving Lagrange multipliers.
We have avoided using the latter by solving the constraints explicitly, help-
ed by the algorithm.
J1 Example 2
Johnson Compensator, 2 x 2 example from Blanvillain. Transformed so that
C = (0 I ), A 1 1 ) , = C = (0 1), Y= ( ) 
K 5 -1 F 4 h \-1 1 0 \
K = (-1 -l), Q \- ( ) F = (O ) , = 1 g-1 h- 
n O n 0
Using the algorithm, we find
-1 1 0 0 0 0
U m 1 g-2 n 1 0 0
0 h p-1 0 1 0
0 1 0 g-1 n 0
0 0 1 h p+g-1 n
0 0 0 0 h p
This turns out to be too big for MACSYMA to invert. So p = -3 and n = 4
are assumed. This involves fixing the compensator but leaves the feedback
gains free. Proceeding,
S, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o10 o as o00000o oag 0 1  0 O 0 0  0 0 0 0
000 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 O 0 0 1 0 0L O 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
q -;
'-2 ag 0o ah 0o
0 0
1+g2 2g 0
2gh 2 oh l S2h
2 2g Lh L2hh
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T
y = (1 4 0 5 0 0), assuming z og - 0. The necessary conditions are
rather long polynomials in g and h. Of the 8 pairs of solutions, only
(g,h) " (-1.2464551, -.83837253) produces a stable composit system. The
optimal cost is 12.1696497. Blainvillain, using a minimum order Luenberger
observer (dim - 1) found the optimal cost is 12.071. The discrepancy is due
to our fixing p - -3 and n = 4. Had we used p - -1, n - 4, the optimal
compensator found by Blainvillain, the opt. (g,h) - (-1.41421363, -.35355337)
and the opt. cost is 12.071068. This is a numerical "proof" that Johnson's
compensator - Luenberger observer when the both have the same dimension. Rom
proved this rigorously in his dissertation.
Details of ExaMotle 2.
Q + C'F'RFC ( 2
-1 l+g gh
0 gh h
When p - il and n = 4, the 2 necessary conditions are
-1024h5 - 256g2h4 - 512gh4 + 1536h4 - 384g h
+ 1088g2h3 - 1088h3 - 208g4h2 + 1024g 3h2
- 1200g2h2 - 480gh2 + 1024h2 - 48g h + 296g h
- 504g3h - 132g2h + 1024gh - 672h - 4g6 + 28g5
- 57g4 - 28g3 + 256g2 - 336q + 144 ~ 0
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256qgh 4 512h4 + 384g2h3 1152gh3 + 768h3
+ 208g3h 2 - 800g2h 2 + 784gh2 - 32h2 + 48g4h
- 216g3h + 184g2h + 304gh - 384h + 4g5
- 20g4 + g3 + 142g2 - 264g + 144 = 0.
Solving these polynomials is not as difficult as setting them up which
requires U 1 symbolically. With 4 symbols in U, this already overloads
MACSYMA, and yet this is just a small (n-2, s-1) probleml Using the
Fletcher-Powell algorithm symbolic matrix inversion is not necessary.
........... ~_ _ _I
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Addendum to Section II:
The results of Section II, though revealing, are not necessary and suf-
ficient. This is because the stated conditions of Theorems 1 and 2
guarantee a solution of (43) and (66), respectively, but not a unique
solution. This means, in effect, that s may still be further reduced, us-
ing up the additional degrees of freedom. As a result of the cost sepa-
ration lemma we have that the compensation problem is equivalent to
Min AJ = tr[i T o0 T'] (1)
subject to TA - DT = EC (2)
HC + MT = F (3)
D'P + PD = -M'RM (4)
where D: s x s A: n x n F: r x n
P: s x s E: s x m
T: s x n H: r x m
Cs m x n M: r x s
In comparing Design Methods #1 and #2 introduced in Section II, it is
instructive to compare the numbers of free parameters. For #2, the number
of free parameters is the number of elements of D and M (s +rs) plus the
number of free parameters in H and E, which is less the number of equations
in (66) or [(r+s)m-nr] > 0 by Theorem 2 the number of elements of H and E. So
the total number of free parameters is [(r+s)(m+s)-nr] Method #1 leaves T,
M, and H free, which accounts for [r(m+s)+ns] parameters. It would appear
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that the method which leaves more free parameters admits the possibility
of achieving a lower minimum. We ask, then if
s(m+s) - rn < ns (eliminating common terms)
Consider the example of n = 10, m = r = 3, for which s = 7 satisfies
the conditions of Theorem 2 (with equality); we then find
(#2) 40 < 70 (#1)
So that method #1 has more free parameters. For more than a few inputs,
similar conclusions can be derived in more general situations. Generally,
the trick in solving (1)-(4) is to satisfy as much of (2)-(4) as possible
without eliminating too many degrees of freedom. Method #1 can in fact
be applied to the BMO design problem, and the essentials are as follows:
Let
D = TAF M (FtF = I) (5)
E - TAFH (6)
which imply that (2) is satisfied. Then (4) becomes
M'F t'A'T'P + PTAFM = M'RM (7)
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P = M'PM; P: r x r, symmetric (8)
so that (7) becomes
F 'A'T'M'P + PMTAF = -R (9)
Thus (1)-(4) is replaced by (1), (3) and (9), with T, M, H to be found.
Notice that this problem only involves the product
S = MT (t x n) (10)
so that (3) and (9) are replaced by
F = HC + S (11)
F 'A'S'P + PSAF = -R (12)
But now any S,F may be uniquely written as
S - SI C + S2 with SC' = O (13)1 2 2
F - F2 C + F2 with F2C' = 0 (14)
So that (11) implies the two conditions
H + 1 = F1 (15)
S2 = F (so S2 is fixedl) (16)
and thus we know
S SC + F2 (17)
1;~~~~ 2-- ------· ~ - - - - - - - - -~
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Using this back in the original problem, we have the far simpler para-
meterization of the problem:
rain AJ = tr[P(S1C o C'S' + S1C o F2' + F2 o C'Si' + F2 F ')]
S1
(18)
subject to
(Ft A' F 2 Ft(F A'F' + F'A'C'S ')P P (SCAF + F2AF) -R (19)
with S1: r x m of a very elegant dimensions Obviously, (19) is a type
of projection of (4) which takes into account the control and observation
properties of the original problem. Eq. (18) and (19) contain the essence
of the BMO compensation probleml more complete results will be reported
in a future publication.
